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chooses and thus become the person enacting the
cathartic drama.
Elsewhere it is possible at times to find a feminine
(not feminist) sensibility reflected in Leapman's gentle
repetitions, Donagh's delicate restructuring ofacts
ofviolence, and Julia Farrer's painstaking creation
ofgeometric webs starred with pinpoints oflight.
In all is to be found the complete realisation ofan idea.
Sue Beere activates one wall with wooden frames that
play with the relationship between visual illusion and
reality. Tess Jaray floats geometric fragments in the
infinite space ofher canvases, at once still and sugges
tive ofmovement. The quietly sensuous concerns of
Leapman and Jaray contrast with Leopoldo Maier's
dramatic Last S11pper-13 chairs and a table surrounded
by barbed wire, attended by plastic carcasses oflamb
and accompanied by liturgical music.
Shortage ofspace prevents adequate treatment
ofWendy Taylor's eye-teasing brick sculptures, Deanna
Petheridge's ink drawings (Vorticism gone mad), teem
ing with architectural and military allusions, of Adrian
Morris' investigation ofthe anxiety aroused by the
sense ofenclosure, nor ofFrink, Lijn and Blow. Gillian
Wise's impressive constructivist section is immaculately
housed in an installation designed by Ingrid Morris.
In it Terry Pope investigates the way we see reality
and then confounds it by using mirrors to reverse
perspective. From Pope's sophisticated use ofmaterials
one can pass to Chaimowicz's oblique meditation on
the relationship between his private world and its
public presentation in a gallery.
The success ofthis show must mark a great step
forward in the move to end the cultural repression
ofwomen. The indications ofself-discovery, untapped
energies recently discovered, ofcooperation, ofcontent
that has direct political and social relevance suggest
that women artists today have the potential to become
the most explosive force in future British arr.

3 February, 1978
Jack Smith at the Serpentine Gallery, London,
reviewed by Pat Gilmour

Bones, minarets, testicles
Mallarme talked of the colour of sound, Rim baud
linked colours with vowels, Scriabin made colour
notations on his musical scores. To enter properly
into the spirit ofthis retrospective of12 years work
by Jack Smith (that one musician felt he could conduct)
one should perhaps sing the review as a recitative,
although one would need Cleo Laine to do it real
justice. For it, coo, links music and painting, sound
and colour.
As Kandinsky remarked, shades of colour, like
those ofsound, awaken in the soul emotions too fine
to be expressed in words; in this impossibility and che
consequent need for some other mode ofexpression,
he thought the opportunity for the art ofthe future lay.
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Called by Smith 'diagrams of experience or sensa•
tion', the paintings are extremely complex. Some lool
so much like writing-even ifin the Cyrillic alphabet
- that one tries to read them rather than experience
them. as visual pattern and stimulation. Document,
I swear, says No NO NO in letters offire in the top left
hand corner. Beneath two floppy kisses, against a gem
field ofeau de nil, a rainshower ofsmall bombs, dog
bones, Russian minarets and testicles clackery clack
past a ro� ofpatchwork shells, through a grid of
orange mutating to pale green, only to evaporate
in the face ofa footnote ofred and black squeak and
bubble. Or variegated horns, burping dubiously, snak.
along the axis ofanother canvas which is elsewhere
precisely punctuated by 10 cool white bars. Or narrow
horizontal lines change gently from one pastel to
another while shaded grey peanuts levitate, rattling.
One delightful drawing has stopped the apparently
crazy flight of99 staccato pins.
Well, you can see what Kandinsky means about
mere words. One is alternately excited by vermilion,
paralysed by intense blue, pierced by a shrill yellow,
twanged by a resonating orange, silenced by a yawninf
white, absorbed by an elephantine grey. Above all,
one rejoices in an exhibition which must make con•
verts for abstraction, and help give the lie co current
seditious nonsense suggesting paintings without
people can be hardly human.

